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Genasys for Oil & Gas
Keep people safe and operations flowing    

Facilitate swi� and precise notifications to employees, contractors, 

and suppliers vital to operations for both critical alerts and 

day-to-day communications. In situations affecting internal operations 

or the supply chain, reduce the time from recognizing the event to 

notifying those affected. Reach all stakeholders quickly with key 

information and instructions to improve safety levels and business continuity. 

Mitigate workflow disruptions by accelerating responses to the unexpected, 

including critical events, machinery failures, and supply chain interruptions. 

Employee 
Communications    

Connect with your employees 

and ensure they get important 

alerts and information no matter 

where they are with 

comprehensive, multi-channel 

communication including email, 

voice calls, and SMS.   

Facility-Wide 
Acoustic Alerts 

Use Genasys Protect ACOUSTICS 

to broadcast live or 

pre-recorded voice messages 

over loud background noise 

and into buildings to notify & 

instruct everyone within your 

facilities through failsafe audible 

messaging. 

Infrastructure 
Failure Alerts  

Integrate external sensors to 

send alerts automatically when 

dangerous readings are 

detected. Set these alerts to 

broadcast to repair teams, 

people in nearby surroundings, 

or everyone within your facilities. 

Intelligent 
Zones 

Intelligent zones map out your 

facilities to easily target 

buildings, critical infrastructure, 

and sectors both onshore and 

offshore. Build, edit, and act 

upon an intuitive map to 

enhance decision making.  

Mapping and 
Visualization  

Eliminate confusion and enhance 

coordination by providing 

stakeholders access to a map 

displaying areas impacted by 

emergencies or other disruptions 

in real-time. 

Emergency Response 
Collaboration 

Establish a direct connection 

with public safety officials. 

Collaborate seamlessly with 

emergency response teams 

and regulatory agencies by 

sharing a common operating 

picture that facilitates 

decision-making.

Public Safety 
Awareness   

In case of spills, leaks or other 

environmental risks, rapid response 

and targeted communication is 

crucial. Genasys Protect alerts all 

impacted stakeholders, ensuring 

their safety. 

Secure 
Communications 

Collaborate in a secure platform 

for day-to-day teamwork or to 

share urgent information. 

Communicate in a compliant 

environment, adhering to the 

strictest security and safety 

regulations. 
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Genasys Protect: The Communications Solution 
for Oil & Gas

Genasys: Global Provider of Protective
Communications Solutions

Genasys Protect ALERT:

Boost operational decision-making with comprehensive, real-time situational awareness tools. Streamline 

collaboration across remote sites and departments to expedite responses to critical incidents and emergencies. 

Safeguard key facilities, operational areas, and personnel with targeted multi-channel communications to broadcast 

essential alerts and safety instructions. 

Reach everyone you need to through targeted, multi-channel, mass notification 

Communicate quickly through Quick Launch and sensor triggered alerts 

Send automated alerts for infrastructure failures through sensor integrations  

Integrate databases to keep updated contact details for critical communications 

Protecting people and property for over 40 years and covering over 70 Million 

people in more than 100 countries worldwide, including more than 500 cities, 

counties and states in the U.S., as well as more than half of all California counties.

REQUEST A

DEMO
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Genasys Protect ACOUSTICS:

Send clear and intelligible voice alerts across long distances, over loud background noise and into buildings 

Broadcast pre-recorded and live voice messages to reach employees and visitors across large campuses and 
multiple buildings or facilities  

»
»

Genasys Protect CONNECT:

Collaborate and share information through real-time two-way chat 

Maintain compliance with the strictest security requirements and regulations 

Collaborate internally, across regions, and with external organizations 

»
»
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Genasys Protect EVAC:

Target communication across large complexes and facilities with flexible zones 

Establish a direct connection in planning with public safety professionals 
 
Provide constant situational awareness for employees, customers and visitors 

Improve planning and reaction time through crisis, oil rig evacuation or gas leak simulations 
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